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Descriptive Summary

Title: Brother to Brother records
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Extent: .2 linear feet
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103

Abstract: "Brothers," the newsletter of the Brother to Brother organization was devoted to an "exchange of information and knowledge, a support group for the Black Community of and by gay Black men exclusively and especially for the cultural, social and sexual development of Black Men in all fields--the arts and sciences, commerce and industry." This small collection contains a notebook, which has meeting minutes, notes and clippings; copies of "Black Brothers Reunion News"; and other related material.

Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research.
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Acquisition Information

Scope and Content of Collection
"Brothers," the newsletter of the Brother to Brother organization was devoted to an "exchange of information and knowledge, a support group for the Black Community of and by gay Black men exclusively and especially for the cultural, social and sexual development of Black Men in all fields--the arts and sciences, commerce and industry." This small collection contains a notebook, which has meeting minutes, notes and clippings; copies of "Black Brothers Reunion News"; a few miscellaneous administrative documents that describe and promote the organization; manuscripts and artwork that were submitted to the newsletter; and a Brothers Network banner.
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